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Season 47, Episode 37
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Ep. #11761



Aaron tells Holden that he intends to repair motorcycles for a living, but before Holden can respond Alison shows up. Holden leaves them alone and Alison shamelessly flirts with an unresponsive Aaron. Lucy arrives, infuriating Alison, who is forced to go. Aaron takes a moment and asks Lucy what she think she should do with his future. Lucy advises him to think big and he convinces her to take a ride with him on his motorcycle. Katie freaks out when Dahlia tells her that Simon is unconscious and very dangerous. Katie demands that Dahlia leave, but in an attempt to prove that she is legitimate, Dahlia calls the police and reports that Simon is trying to kill both her and Katie. Dahlia explains her actions to Katie, but Simon interrupts them. After a brief struggle, Dahlia falls through the banister. The police arrive on the scene and see Dahlia unconscious and Katie and Simon standing over her. Rosanna confronts Craig about her suspicions that he is using her to get closer to Carly. Craig sweet-talks her, but Rosanna wants him to promise that when he is with her he is not thinking of Carly. In the hospital, Rose asks Carly to visit with her while the bandages are removed. Carly agrees, but stops by to visit Hal and inform him that Barbara has been found, but Emily has not. She goes to see Rose, whose face is revealed to be normal and beautiful again. Meanwhile, Barbara asks Jack for a favor before he takes her to jail. She wants to see Emily and Hal reunite. Jack allows it and Emily runs into Hals arms. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 May 2002, 14:00
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